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Official Website
http://www.ecreditcoin.net

This whitepaper does not constitute a legal binding of any kind or form.
When dealing with cryptocurrencies people are advised to do their own due
research, as well as being aware of any legal aspects within their jurisdictions.
Use  the  information  contained  in  this  whitepaper  or  the  product  described 
within at your own risk.

Vision

To  create,  implement,  and  popularize  the  eCredit  cryptocurrency, 
primarily, but not limited to, the use of online marketing and advertising.

Specifications

eCredit is a token that runs within the WAVES platform. There is a total 
supply of 1024 million coins.  Token details can be found further in this 
document.

WAVES

WAVES is not only a coin in itself, it is also a platform where tokens may 
be created. An advantage over other similar platforms is the presence of a 
great API for interacting with the network and very low fee transactions. At the 
site in not only can you send and receive WAVES, but also eCredit as well!

How It Began

About  two  years  ago,  we  were  four  guys  doing  online  marketing, 
promoting banners on free traffic exchanges, creating online communities and 
games, and the like. We realized that in many cases there is some sort of 
internal currency, whether in the form of banner points or videogame coins, 
and then we thought: Wouldn’t it be cool if  there was a way to move said 
points around, share them, and even allow others to participate? And thus the 
idea of eCredit was born!

Environment

Many of the more traditional coins are generated via an energy intense
process called mining, often requiring expensive hardware too. eCredit, in turn, 
is mined, or more accurately, assigned to users that perform a series of tasks, 
such as showing banners, low cost web browser mining, participate in a 
community, or play some online games. Stay tuned to the eCredit official site 
for more details as new opportunities open up.



eCredit Token Details

  Ecredit initially began as a WAVES token in year 2019, but since then it has 
also expanded onto two other major blockchains: ERC20, and TRON.  In other 
words, eCredit exists in all three blockchains at the same time! Below the 
technical details of eCredit in each.

eCredit (WAVES Token)

These are the eCredit token details as they appear on the WAVES platform
blockchain:

Asset ID: 2i1K7tCEFcawe1iqwjnCXGknBvE62piVmXHcTpbgrHDu

Asset Name: eCredit

Description: eCredit is a token used within some online marketing
communities Other sites involved in entertainment, finances
and productivity may participate also

Quantity Issued: 1,024,000,000

In Circulation: 1,024,000,000

Decimals: 8

Reissuable: No

Issue Time: 1 Dec 2018 – 17:25:06

Issued In Block: 1,286,767

Issuer: 3P4Mpmc6GrnhLHM7pZK1pMTbAfLC3b2bi9D

Issuer Public Key: DuSxjnFz3CxvzvYqGuvuKDS2KRbW1ki3EBudwahGFKww

Non-Reissuable

  On March, 2019, it was determined that the total quantity of coins in the 
WAVES blockchains to be issued, ever, would be 1,024,000,000, and therefore, 
new tokens beyond that cannot be issued anymore.
  



ECRTT (Ethereum ERC20 Token)

ERC20 Contract ID:  0x3704056AC201Ad612D07b8b60E01Ee34810D3BC0

Asset Name: eCredit

Asset Symbol: ECRTT  (eCredit Type Two)

Decimals: 8

Total Supply:  3,800,003,800

ECRTT is also a non reissuable token.

ECX (Tron Token)

Token Type: TRC10

Token ID: 1002797

Token Name: eCredit

Symbol: ECX (eCredit Ten, as in TRC10)

Total Supply: 2,776,002,770 

ECX, like the other tokens, is non reissuable as well.

Technical Summary

  In summary, the three eCredit assets combined add up to a total of 
7,600,006,570  ( 7600M ) tokens, expected to be used in a variety of projects 
including marketing, social networks, and games.

  For clarity's sake, when mentioning eCredit as such it is generally assumed to 
be in reference to its WAVES variant, which is where it all began.  When 
referring to the other variants its better to say ECRTT (for the ERC20 version) 
and ECX (for the Tron version), and this is often how they show up in various 
crypto exchanges.  Please keep this in mind, as more than one type of eCredit 



may be listed at any given market.

  eCredit WAVES wallet addresses typically begin with the letters '3P', ECRTT 
with the characters '0x' and ECX with the letter 't'.

  eCredit used and earned at the eCreditCoin.Net website can be deposited and 
withdrawn from and to any of the above blockchains.

 
eCredit Ecosystem

  The following interactions are the most likely case scenario for eCredit. These 
are:

• Companies
• Advertisers
• Publishers

Companies are entities that grow interested in using eCredit to send and
receive payments around the world. They benefit from using various APIs that
makes  automation  all  the  easier.  Advertisers  are  the  people  or  groups 
interested  in  showing banner  ads  and other  media  in  order  to  obtain  new 
customers  for  their  products  and  services.  Finally,  publishers  are  the  ones 
responsible  for  making  sure  the  banners  and  the  various  ads  reach  the 
audience in general,  be it by placing said ads in their own websites, or by 
rotating the eCredit widget via various manual exchange sites.

Coin Exchanges

  eCredit (WAVES version) is tradeable on the WAVES exchange site, under the 
ticker eCredit.  Other exchange sites are always being contacted.  ERC20 and 
TRC10 versions may be tradeable at various DEX sites too.  To see an up to 
date  list  of  cryptoexchanges  where  you  can  trade  eCredit,  visit 
http://ecreditcoin.net/index.php?page=exchanges 

Timeline

Q4 2018 - Primary site and platform development. Optional ICO (for those who
want large amount of coins fast).

Q1 2019 - Additional services for primary platform, including extras that you 
can obtain with eCredit. Feb 28, 2019, optional ICO ends. Coin goes live on at 
least one coin exchange.

Q2 2019 - Additional marketing options as well as entertainment sites 

http://ecreditcoin.net/index.php?page=exchanges


integration, including the social network DailyBit.Net, where users may earn 
eCreditCoin for participating and writing posts. Basic webmaster and merchant 
APIs / developer APIs.

Q3 2019 - General improvements to the various aforementioned aspects and
fetures.

Q4 2019 - Tentative addition of token to some well known online payment
solution, if possible.  (This objective was not met per se, but in-house solutions 
began to be built)

SWOT Analysis

Strengths
• It’s a new token on a relatively
new platform
• Aims to support the use of free
manual traffic exchange sites
• Energy Efficient

Weaknesses
• Project had a slow start
• Many core projects still to be
completed.

Opportunities
• We exist in a time of ever growing
blockchain projects.
• Tokens represent a fertile field and, 
if  used  correctly,  will  enjoy 
improvements for years to come.

Threats
•  Too  many  non-conmitted 
cryptocurrencies  being  released 
around the world on a weekly basis, 
thus challenging people’s trust in the 
technology.
•  There  could,  eventually,  be 
legislation that threaten the access to 
blockchains.
•  In  the  case  of  banners  and  other 
widgets  on  sites,  they  could  get 
hindered  by  the  use  of  adblocking 
software.



Proof Of Stake

  eCcredit is a proof of stake coin, which means that token holders may get a 
weekly reward just for keeping a certain amount in their balances. The proof of 
stake yearly interest gains are as follows:

Proof Of Stake Token Holder Yearly Earnings
Until December 31, 2019 120,00%

January 1, 2020  -  December 31, 2020 40,00%

January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2021 5,00%

Afterwards 1,00%

  The above values will stay true for as long as the amount of coins distributed 
is less than the total in existence.



DailyBit.Net

DailyBit is a social network project where people can create their own 
mini blogs and be rewarded with eCreditCoin for their activities.  It is already 
operational at the time of this writing and it will receive more features and 
updates as time passes.

DailyBit as of May 15, 2019

Planned features include the use of eCreditCoin to promote posts to more 
prominent areas of the website as well  as improving the user's  stake (and 
rewards) within the platform.
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